
 
Unit Prefixes/ 

Word Parts 
Vowel  
Patterns 
 

Suffixes/ 
Word Parts 
 

Part One Part Two Part Three What students need to know 
to master this unit… 

1 
 

in, re, de 
 
 
 
 

a, e, i, o, u 
 

ed 
(/t//d//id/) 
s/es 
ing 
 
 
 

insisting 
invented 
instruct 
recent 
responding 
resist 
developed 
defends 
depicted 
riches 

intended 
inject 
instant 
reflect 
reject 
reacts 
demand 
depressed 
decent 
branches 

invested 
input 
inspects 
respect 
request 
relaxes 
depending 
detecting 
deposit 
scrubbed 
 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in re short vowel sounds s ing 

de  es ed 
 

2 ex, con, com 
 
 
 
 

ar, er, ir, 
or, ur 
 

tion (sion), 
er, or 
 
 
 
 
 
 

incident  
departing  
examiner 
connector 
concurrent 
competitor 
positioning  
comforter  
directions  
expedition 

deformed 
reporter  
exhibitor 
conductor  
compressor  
burdening  
participation  
commenting  
confirmed  
extinction 
 

remembering  
indirect  
exception  
inconsistent  
contrasting 
compactor  
bursting 
partition 
exporter 
commander 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com  ing or 

  tion sion 
 

3 pre, dis, un  
 
 
 

a-e, e-e, i-
e, o-e, u-e 
 

ly, y, ity, ary  
 
 

intensity 
deliberately  
presently  
discovery  
unrelated 
precede 
disorderly  
predisposed 
disciplinary  
undecided 

exceed 
receptivity  
precisely  
distribute 
unnecessary  
capacity  
presume 
distinction  
unsafely  
disclosing 

composer 
receding 
prescribe 
dispute 
unlikely  
prehistory 
disturbing 
unnamed 
disability  
unsanitary 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing or 

dis un  tion sion 

pre  ly y 

  ary ity 
 



4 pro, per, be  
 
 
 
 

ai, ay 
 
 
 
 

sion, ion  
 

protrusion  
decaying 
maintained 
pertaining 
betrayed 
proclaiming 
million 
beloved 
percussion 
rebellion 

progression  
dismay 
contained 
permission  
probationary 
delaying 
billions  
perjury  
medallion  
bewail 

projection  
naysayer 
remainder 
permanently  
trillion 
provision 
belated 
stallion  
perversion 
belongings 
 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be  ly y 

per pro  ion sion 

  ity 
 

5 
 
 

ab, ad 
  

ee, ea 
 

le, al, able, 
ible 
 
 
 

absolutely 
admiration 
disagreeable 
adoptable 
absorbed 
feasible 
inflexible 
commonwealth 
unoriginal  
arrivals 

abnormally 
misdeed 
abdominal 
administration 
admitted 
generally  
uncomfortable 
weapons 
belittled 
impossible 
 

absentee 
adjusted 
abominable 
additional 
unspeakable 
incredible 
responsible 
unreachable 
example 
widespread 
 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro  ion sion 

ad ab  ity ible 

  able al 

  le 
 

6 im, em, en 
  

ie (lie, 
belief)  
igh 
 

ic, ment, 
ant, ent 
 
 

unsightly 
frightened 
reluctantly  
disbelief 
reapplied 
emergent 
environmentally 
impractical 
impressionistic 
unimportant 
 

highlighter 
insights 
impeachment 
achievement 
dissatisfied 
historically  
predominantly 
imminent 
entertainment 
embrace 
 

enlightening 
delighted 
imprisonment 
unyielding 
dignified 
academically  
engagement 
relevant 
embarrassment 
impermanent 
  

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab  ity ible 

em en  able al 



im  le ant 

  ent ic 

  ment 
 

7 mis, il, ir 
 
 

oa, oe, ow 
(low) 

 
 

ance/ancy, 
ence/ancy, 
ate, age  
 

misconception 
tendency 
illogical 
illiterate 
mismanagement 
irrelevance 
bestowed 
discrepancy 
approachable 
correspondence 
  

misdemeanor 
woefully 
misinterpret  
illegitimate 
ownership 
irreproachable 
illegible  
expectancy 
incompetence 
disadvantage 

misrepresentation 

illuminate 
landowner 
mistreatment 
irreverence 
occupancy 
narrowly 
irresponsible 
equivalency 
repackage 
  

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en  able al 

im mis  le ant 

il ir  ent ic 

  ment ance 

  ate ancy 

  age ence 

  ency 
 

8 
 

Review  Review  
 
 

Review  
 
 
 

increasingly 
requirements 
deference 
exaggerated 
considerable 
companion 
preponderance 
discretionary 
unfortunately 
promotional 

perplexity 
bewildered 
abandonment 
adolescence 
impersonal 
emphatically 
enforcement 
missionary 
illegitimate 
irreducible  

percentage 
hesitancy 
despondency 
inhabitant 
respondent 
quadruple 
philosophy 
competitor 
disallowing 
magnificent  
 
 

Same as previous unit.  



9 sub, under, 
inter  

oi, oy  
 

ist, est, en  subject  
suburban  
underestimate 
underserved  
interventionist 
interruption  
loyalist  
manifested  
unforgotten 
avoidance  
 
9.1 Manipulation 
1. subject to reject 
2. suburban to urban 
3. underestimate to 

estimating  
4. interruption to 

uninterrupted  
5. loyalist to disloyal  
6. unforgotten to 

forgetful  
7. avoidance to 

unavoidable 

submit 
substitute  
understatement 
undertone 
interwoven 
interpretation  
moisten  
novelist  
immodest  
unemployment 
 
9.2 Manipulation 
1. submit to 
submitted 
2. understatement 
to statements 
3. novelist to novels 
4. immodest to 
modestly  
5. unemployment to 
employable 
6. substitute to 
institution  

subsequently  
subscribers  
underrepresented 

understandably 
international  
interaction   
choicest  
protagonist  
unspoken  
undestroyable 
 
9.3 Manipulation  
1. subsequently to 
subsequent 
2.underrepresented 

to presenting 
3. understandably 
to understandable 
4. international to 
nations 
5. destroyable to 
destroying 
6.protagonist to 
antagonistic 

 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en oi, oy able al 

im mis  le ant 

il ir  ent ic 

sub inter  ment ance 

under  ate ancy 

  age ence 

  ency en 

  ist est 

 

 

10 Review  
 

ow (cow) 
ou (out, 
soup) 
 
 

ful, less, 
ness  
 

sorrowful  
meaningful 
countless  
regardless  
outspokenness 
weakness  
empowering 
fellowship  
compound 
accountability  
 
10.1 Manipulation 
1. meaningful to 
demean 

powerful 
unsuccessful  
boundless 
thoughtlessness  
wilderness  
usefulness  
uncrowded 
overshadowing 
encounters   
surrounding  
 
10.2 Manipulation 
1. unsuccessful to 
successes  

thoughtfully  
delightful  
soundlessly  
nevertheless 
unwillingness  
forgiveness  
renowned  
showdown  
counselor  
counterpart 
 
10.3 Manipulation  
1. delightful to 
enlighten 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en oi, oy able al 

im mis ou, ow le ant 



2. countless to 
discounted 
3. regardless to 
disregarding 
4. outspokenness to 
unspoken 
5. weakness to 
weakening  
6. accountability to 
accountable 
 

2. thoughtlessness to 
unthoughtful 
3. uncrowded to 
overcrowding 
4. encounters to 
recounting 
5. surrounding to 
around 

2. soundlessly to 
resounding 
3. unwillingness to 
willingly   
4. forgiveness to 
unforgiving  
5. showdown to 
downward to 
warden 
6. counselor to 
counseling   

il ir  ent ic 

sub inter  ment ance 

under  ate ancy 

  age ence 

  ency en 

  ist est 

  ful ness 

  less 
 

11 over, trans aw, au 
 
 

tive, sive  overwhelming 
overjoyed  
transcendence 
executive  
alternative  
transformative  
inexpensive  
subversive 
withdrawal  
assaulted 
 
11. 1 manipulation 
1. overjoyed to joyless 
2. transcendence to 
transference 
3. executive to 
execution 
4. alternative to 
alternate 
5. transformative to 
formation to reform 
6. inexpensive to 
expendable to 
depending 

 
 

overlapping  
transportation  
transitory  
conservative 
innovative  
overcrowded  
aggressive 
apprehensive 
awkwardly  
authentic 
 
11. 2 manipulation 
1. transportation to 
transport to 
supported  
2. transitory to 
transit to 
transitional 
3. conservative to 
conservation to 
conservationist   
4. innovative to 
innovate to renovate 
5. overly-aggressive 
to aggressive to 
regressive 
6. apprehensive to 
apprehend to 
comprehend 

overhauling  
transparent  
translucent  
overestimate 
negatively  
interactive  
comprehensive  
submissive  
flawlessly 
inaudible 
 
11. 3 manipulation 
1. transparent to 
apparent to 
apparently 
2. translucent to 
translucence to 
translucency 
3. overestimate to 
estimate  
to estimation 
4. negatively to 
negate to neglect 
5. interactive to 
activate to 
reaction to 
overreaction 
6. comprehensive 
to comprehension 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en oi, oy able al 

im mis ou, ow le ant 

il ir au, aw ent ic 

sub inter  ment ance 

under over  ate ancy 

trans  age ence 

  ency en 

  ist est 

  ful ness 

  less tive 

  sive 
 



 to apprehension   

12 non, mid 
 

ew, ue 
 
 

ish, ism 
 
 

nonsensical  
nonconformist 
accomplished  
punishment  
midsection  
criticism  
metabolism  
interviewer 
renewal  
residue 
 
12.1 manipulation 
1. nonsensical to 
sensible 
2. nonconformist to 
conforming to reform 
3. punishment to 
punished   
4. midsection to  
sectional 
5. interviewer to 
reviewer to preview 
6. renewal to renew to 
renewable 

 
 

nonexistent 
nonperishable 
establishment  
astonishing  
midwestern 
terrorism 
alcoholism  
overview  
sewage  
misconstrue  
 
12.2 manipulation 
1. nonexistent to 
existed 
2. nonperishable to 
perish 
3. astonishing to 
astonishment 
4. terrorism to 
terrorist 
5. overview to 
reviewing 
6. sewage to sewer 
7. misconstrue to 
misconduct 

noncommittal  
nondescript 
unfinished  
impoverished 
midpoint  
capitalism 
skepticism  
preview  
curfews 
overdue 
 
12.3 manipulation 
1. noncommittal 
to committed 
2. nondescript to 
description to 
prescription 
3. midpoint to 
pointed to 
disappointed 
4. curfews to few 
to fewer 
5. overdue to dues

  

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en oi, oy able al 

im mis ou, ow le ant 

il ir au, aw ent ic 

sub inter ew, ue ment ance 

under over  ate ancy 

trans non  age ence 

mid  ency en 

  ist est 

  ful ness 

  less tive 

  sive ish 

  ism 
 

13 Review  
 
 
 

oo 
 

ous, ious, 
eous, cious,   
tious  

outrageous 
continuously  
seriously  
simultaneously  
unconsciousness 
ambitious  
honeymoon 
bloodshed 
foolishly   

hazardous  
indigenous  
various 
hideous  
precious 
infectious  
adulthood 
overlooking 
cartoon  

tremendous 
ridiculous 
previously  
erroneous  
suspicious 
contentious 
loosen  
shooting 
courtroom  

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 



footage  
 
13.1 Manipulation 
1. outrageous to 
outrageously 
2. continuously to 
continue to 
discontinue 
3. unconsciousness to 
conscious 
4. honeymoon to 
moonlit 
5. foolishly to fooling 
6. footage to 
underfoot  

goodness 
 
13.2 Manipulation 
1. various to 
variously 
2. hideous to hide to 
hideout 
3. infectious to infect 
to infecting 
4. adulthood to 
hooded   
5. overlooking to 
looked 
6. hazardous to 
hazard 
  

likelihood 
 
13.3 Manipulation 
1. tremendous to 
tremendously 
2. previously to 
previous 
3. suspicious to 
suspend 
4. loosen to 
loosely 
5. shooting to 
overshoot to 
overshot 
6. courtroom to 
mushroom 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en oi, oy able al 

im mis ou, ow le ant 

il ir au, aw ent ic 

sub inter ew, ue ment ance 

under over oo ate ancy 

trans non  age ence 

mid  ency en 

  ist est 

  ful ness 

  less tive 

  sive ish 

  ism tious 

  ous cious 

  eous ious 
 

14 super, fore 
 
 
 
 

Review ture, sure, 
some 

superintendent 
supersede  
forecasting 
foreshadow 
immature  
literature  
adventuresome 
pleasurable  
treasure  
obviously  
 
Manipulation 14.1 
1. superintendent to 
intend 
2. supersede to 
superseding  

supervision  
poisonous  
superpowers 
foreseeable 
punctured  
temperature 
legislature  
foreboding 
measurements 
pressure  
 
Manipulation 14.2 
1. supervision to 
supervise  
2. poisonous to 
poisoned  

superstitious 
sculpture  
manufacture  
cultural 
superhuman  
forewarned 
foreclosure  
leisurely   
exposure  
religious  
 
Manipulation 14.3 
1. superstitious to 
superstition  
2. sculpture to 
sculpting 3. 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en oi, oy able al 

im mis ou, ow le ant 

il ir au, aw ent ic 



3. forecasting to 
sarcastic 
4. foreshadow to 
shadows 
5. immature to 
maturely  
6. pleasurable to 
pleasure 

3. superpowers to 
powerful 
4. punctured to 
punctures 
5. temperature to 
temperament 
6. legislature to 
legislation 

manufacture to 
manual to 
manually  
4. forewarned to 
warning 5. 
foreclosure to 
closure to closing 
6. exposure to 
exposed to 
unexposed 
 
 
 

sub inter ew, ue ment ance 

under over oo ate ancy 

trans non  age ence 

mid super  ency en 

fore  ist est 

  ful ness 

  less tive 

  sive ish 

  ism tious 

  ous cious 

  eous ious 

  sure ture 
 

15 Review 
 

Review  ize/ise, 
ify/fy  

personalize 
intellectualize 
compromise 
advertisements 
terrifying  
specified 
undoubtedly  
relationships 
maintenance 
investigation  
 
15.1 Manipulation 
1. personalize to 
impersonal 
2. intellectualize to 
intelligent 
3. compromise to 
promise to promising  
4. specify to specified 
to unspecified  
5. relationships to 
relations 

unauthorized 
legalize 
enterprise 
moisturize  
identify  
classified 
threatened 
possibility 
instrumental  
insurance  
 
15.2 Manipulation 
1. unauthorized to 
author 
2. legalize to illegally 
3. moisturize to 
moisture 
4. classified to 
classify 
5. threatened to 
threatening to non-
threatening 

maximize 
mischaracterize 
merchandise 
franchise  
satisfy 
diversify  
occupy  
analyze  
scandalous  
commiserating 
 
15.3 Manipulation 
1. merchandise to 
merchant 
2. satisfy to 
dissatisfaction 
3. diversify to 
diversity 
4. analyze to 
analysis   
 
5. scandalous to 

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en oi, oy able al 

im mis ou, ow le ant 

il ir au, aw ent ic 

sub inter ew, ue ment ance 

under over oo ate ancy 

trans non  age ence 

mid super  ency en 



6. investigation to 
investigator 

6. possibility to 
impossible 

scandals 
6. commiserating 
to commiserate  

fore  ist est 

  ful ness 

  less tive 

  sive ish 

  ism tious 

  ous cious 

  eous ious 

  sure ture 

  ise ify 

  ize fy 
 

16 semi, anti  Review  tial, cial  essential  
confidential 
potential 
artificial 
superficial  
anti-depressant 
semi-permanent 
treacherous  
forbidden  
particular 
 
16.1 Manipulation 
1. essential to 
nonessential 
2. potential to 
potentially  
3. anti-depressant to 
depressing  
4. semi-permanent to 
permanently 
5. forbidden to 
unforbidden 
6. particular to  
overparticular 

specialize  
inferential 
circumstantial 
crucial 
especially   
antibiotics 
semiannually  
experiment 
semi-automatic 
fundamental  
 
16.2 Manipulation 
1. circumstantial to 
circumstance 
2. especially to 
special 
3. semiannually to 
annual 
4. experiment to 
experience 
5. semi-automatic to  
automatic to 
automatically 
6. fundamental 
mentally  

commercialize 
initially  
insubstantial  
unofficially  
antisocial 
voracious 
antidote  
semicircle  
semifinals 
antibodies  
 
16.3 Manipulation 
1. initially to 
initials 
2. unofficially to 
official  
3. antisocial to 
socialized 
4. semicircle to 
circled 
5. semifinals to 
finally  
6. antibodies to 
body  

Prefixes Vowels Suffixes 

in ex short vowel sounds s ed 

de con r-controlled vowels es er 

re com long vowels with silent e ing tion 

dis un ai, ay or ary 

pre be ee, ea ly y 

per pro igh, ie ion sion 

ad ab oa, oe, ow ity ible 

em en oi, oy able al 

im mis ou, ow le ant 

il ir au, aw ent ic 

sub inter ew, ue ment ance 

under over oo ate ancy 

trans non  age ence 

mid super  ency en 

fore semi  ist est 

anti  ful ness 



 
  less tive 

  sive ish 

  ism tious 

  ous cious 

  eous ious 

  sure ture 

  ise ify 

  ize fy 

  cial tial 
 

17*  Review  Review Review  accurate  
demonstrate  
minimize  
phenomenon  
ultimately  
irreversible  
military  
consequence  
unrestricted  
illustrate  
 
17.1 Manipulation  
1. accurate to 
inaccurate to 
inaccurately 
2. phenomenon to 
phenomenally 
3. irreversible to 
reverse to reversing  
4. consequence to 
consequently 
5. unrestricted to 
strictness to constrict 
 

accompany  
domesticate  
individual  
philosophy  
traditional  
principles  
consumers  
mechanic  
preregister  
enabling 
 
17.2 Manipulation 
1. accompany to 
accompanied to 
company 
2. domesticate to 
domestic 
3. traditional to 
traditionally 
4. consumers to 
consume to 
consumption 
5. mechanic to 
mechanical 
6. enabling to able to 
unable 
 

dissimilarity 
emphasis  
immigrate  
professionalism 
revolutionary  
proceedings  
eliminate  
intelligently  
revenue  
contractual  
 
17.3 Manipulation 
1. dissimilarity to 
similarly 
2. immigrate to 
migration 
3. professionalism 
to unprofessional 
4. eliminate to 
elimination 
5. intelligently to 
intelligence 
6. contractual to 
contract to attract 
to attractive  
 

Same as previous unit.  



18* Review  
 

Review  Review  approximate  
contemporary  
evaluation  
insignificance  
inconclusive  
capacity  
involvement  
structural  
externally  
surviving  
 
18.1 Manipulation 
1. approximate to 
approximation 
2. contemporary to 
temporary to 
attempting 
3. evaluation to 
evaluate 
4. inconclusive to 
conclusive to 
conclusion 
5. structural to 
destruction 
6. surviving to survival 
  
 

authority  
communication 
generation 
regulations    
statistics  
objectives  
technicality  
non-transferable  
instantaneous 
recovering  
 
18.2 Manipulation 
1. authority to 
authorize to 
unauthorized 
2. communication to 
communicative 
3. objectives to 
subjective 
4. technicality to 
technical to   
non-technical 
5. non-transferable 
to transfer to infer 
6. instantaneous to 
instant to instance  
 

attitude  
beneficial  
foundation  
disproportionate  
predictable  
overpopulation 
symbolism  
internalize  
methodology  
suspending  
 
18.3 Manipulation 
1. beneficial to 
benefit  
2. foundation to 
found to 
unfounded 
3. predictable to 
dictation 
4. internalize to 
intern 
5. methodology to 
method 
6. suspending to 
suspension   
 

Same as previous unit.  

Sources Consulted: Scholastic list of Most Common Prefixes/Suffixes, Wordandphrase.info, REWARDS, CORE Phonics, Words Their Way, Text 
Project 4,000 Word Families List, AWL  
 
*For Units 17 & 18 words were taken from the AWL (or word family words from AWL i.e. instance-- instantaneous, internal—internalize, method-- 
methodology.) Also, sentences from the last two units were taken from the following newspapers: The New York Times, Washington Post, Chicago 
Tribune, Boston Globe, LA Times, Houston Chronicle, New York Post, BCC, Hartford Courant, Miami Herald, The Wichita Eagle, Topeka Capital 
Journal, San Francisco Chronicle, Atlanta (AJC).  Please note: sentences may have been adjusted slightly to make sense as stand-alone sentences.   


